
Mission Report 
 

Following the arrival of the Galactic Alliance task force, I was tasked as part of the 
elimination of high ranking Galactic Alliance Assets. It was decided that I personally would 
take the assignment for the elimination of Task Force Bellbright commanding officer Admiral 
Toss Agram. In order to accomplish this goal, it was determined that the most likely route of 
success would be to insert an Clan member aboard the flagship Starbow in order to get 
access to the force commander. 

 With a total crew in excess of six thousand, it would be unlikely for any member of 
the ships company to be familiar with every other crewman, and therefore infiltration would 
be possible. In addition, the lack of any Jedi support embarked with the Task Force 
dramatically reduced the chance of detection. 

In order to gain that access, I acquired the uniform of a Galactic Alliance junior officer 
and infiltrated the starport in order to take a place with other Alliance naval personnel. 
Taking a place aboard one of the crew shuttles returning personnel from missions on Cadinth, 
I gained transport aboard the Starbow. Once aboard, I made my way to the admiral's cabin 
and achieved entry by twisting the mind of the admiral's aide. One inside, I waited three 
hours for the admiral to return from duty at the combat information center. 

Upon his arrival I proceeded to interrogate the admiral, both through standard and 
Force aided means, in order to gain intelligence regarding how much the Galactic Alliance 
knew of our operations and identity. A detailed account of all information gained has been 
appended to this report, however at the overall level the Alliance seems unaware of our 
identity. They still believe that the attack at Ord Padron and the theft of their vessels was 
engineered by a pirate organization or other paramilitary unit, and there has been no 
connection to dark jedi or any Force users in the operation. It is recommended that we 
continue to reinforce this line of reasoning, perhaps providing information to the Galactic 
Alliance that further implicates some outside group. 

Following the interrogation, I forced the admiral to ingest the compound that had 
been provided to simulate a death caused by an undiagnosed intracranial aneurysm. This 
ensured that the admiral's death would not be linked to our operations on Candith, and would 
instead be attributed to natural causes. Upon leaving his cabin I removed memory of my 
presence there from the mind of the duty officer outside his compartment and made my way 
to the lower decks. 

I remained hidden there in a maintenance compartment just off one of the escape pod 
galleries for the next six standard hours awaiting the arrival of Plagueian naval forces. Once 
our ships arrived and engaged the Alliance units, I moved to one of the escape pods and 
prepared to jettison. Using my Force senses, I waited until friendly units were in close 
proximity and ejected the pod. I called for a pick up via telepathic contact to ensure that 
the communication would not be intercepted by Galactic Alliance forces. Retrieval was 
accomplished by the gunship Wrath and I remained aboard until the conclusion of the 
engagement with Alliance forces. 
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